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INTRODUCTION

At  the beginning of  the 20th century,  the world started  to  face a 

new problem:  climate  change.  It  is mainly  caused by  increased 

emissions, which lead to the greenhouse effect and heat the earth. 

!"#$%&%'(%)#*%$+',$-./*#0+'1--,0')22%3#'4%-45%')55'-6%$'#*%'(-$5,7'
8*-0%' 4*%9-&%9)' )$%' 6%$:' 6;0;<5%' )9,' 0*-3=;9/7'>%6%$#*%5%00+'
35;&)#%'3*)9/%'';0'6;0;<5%'-9'#*%'5-3)5'5%6%5'#--7'8*%'4$-<5%&';0+')0'
they are smaller changes they do not get as much media attention 

?'%6%9'#*-./*';9'#*%'%9,';#'*)0')'<;//%$';&4)3#'-9'%6%$:,):'5;2%7'
@5)9#0')9,')9;&)50'5;6;9/')$-.9,':-.$'3;#:'/%#'%9,)9/%$%,+'2)$&
;9/'<%3-&%0'&-$%',;2A3.5#7'8*;0')/);9'&;/*#'3).0%'2--,'0*-$#)/%0'

at a larger scale. 

Only in recent times nations started to cooperate and created tools 

#-'A/*#' #*%0%'4$-<5%&07 Kyoto Protocol, European Council  and 
B-4%9*)/%9' C3-4' DEF' *)6%' <%%9' #*%'&-0#' $%5%6)9#' )/$%%&%9#0+'
which changed the direction of the energy policy of the industrial 

countries.

These  agreements  on  climate  change,  along with  recent  natural 

%6%9#0'5%),'#-';93$%)0%,')()$%9%00')&-9/'4%-45%'(*-'2%%5'#*%:'
3)9'3*)9/%'0-&%#*;9/'0#)$#;9/'2$-&'%6%$:,):'*)<;#07

8*%'4$-#%3#;-9'-2'#*%'%96;$-9&%9#';0'(;,%5:',;03.00%,')9,')/$%%,'
;9'&-0#'0-3;%#;%07'8*%$%2-$%'(%'#*-./*#G'H#-4'#)5=;9/+'0#)$#')3#;9/I'
J%',%6%5-4%,')'#--5=;#';9'#*%'2-$&'-2')'3--=<--=+'#*%'K3--=<--='
2-$'35;&)#%')3#;-9L7'8*;0'#--5=;#'0#%&0'2$-&'-.$'A$&'<%5;%6%'#*)#'
%6%$:<-,:'*)0' #-'3-9#$;<.#%'-9')' 5-3)5' 5%6%5' ;9'-$,%$' #-'3*)9/%'

<%*)6;-.$'#*)#'5%),0'#-'#*%'4$-3%00'-2'35;&)#%'3*)9/%7'
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8*%'3--=<--='4$-6;,%0'/.;,%5;9%0'#-';9#%$%0#%,'4%-45%+')3#;6;0#0'
)9,'-$/)9;0)#;-907'M9'#*%'-#*%$'*)9,+'(%'*-4%'#*)#'#*;0'3--=<--='
will raise as many people’s awareness as possible, and raise 

consciousness of climate change and its consequences.

8*%'3--=<--=';0')'$%0.5#'-2'#(-'4$-N%3#0'(*;3*';96-56%,')'/$-.4'
-2'6-5.9#%%$0'3-&;9/'2$-&',;22%$%9#'!.$-4%)9'9)#;-907'8*%',;
6%$0;#:'-2'4%-45%';9'#%$&0'-2'3.5#.$%+'%3-9-&;3')9,'0-3;)5'<)3=
/$-.9,0' 4$-6;,%0' )'(;,%' ,;6%$0;#:' #-' #*%' $%3;4%07'8*%' $%3;4%0O'
);&';0'#-'/;6%'3-93$%#%'%")&45%0'#-'#*-0%'(*-'()9#'#-'/;6%'#*%;$'
3-9#$;<.#;-9' #-' 4$%0%$6%' #*%' %96;$-9&%9#7' 8*%' &%%#;9/0' (%$%'
&.5#;P&.#.)55:'<%9%A3;)57'8*%'-.#3-&%0')$%'#*%'3--=<--=+'4)$
#;3;4)9#0O'3*)9/%'-2'*)<;#0+';9#%$3.5#.$)5'%"3*)9/%')9,'5-9/P5)0#

;9/'2$;%9,0*;40')55'-6%$'!.$-4%7

8*%' 3--=<--=' )9,' ;#0' $%3;4%0' )$%' )50-' )6);5)<5%' -95;9%' )#'
(((7Q35;&)#%7457'J%'()9#'#-'$%)3*')'6)0#'9.&<%$'-2'4%-45%7'8*%'
(%<'0;#%';0'.4,)#%,')9,'-4%9'#-'<%'A55%,'<:'9%('6;0;#-$0O'$%3;4%07'
R0%$0' 3)9' #)=%' ),6)9#)/%' -2' #*%' <5-/' #-' ,;03.00' #*%' S.)5;#:'
)9,' 2-55-(P.4' -2' #*%' %"4%$;%93%,' $%3;4%07'J%' *)6%' 3$%)#%,' )'
collection of ideas and experiences that will be useful for people, 

6-5.9#%%$0')9,'-$/)9;0)#;-907'J%')$%'3-96;93%,'#*)#'(%'*)6%'9-#'
3$%)#%,')'A9)5'4$-,.3#'<.#'(%'N.0#'0#)$#%,')'4$-3%007

J%'()9#'#-'#*)9='#*%'!.$-4%)9'T-.#*'U-.9,)#;-9'C(((7%:273-%7
;9#V2%NVF'2-$'#*%'A9)93;)5'0.44-$#'#-'#*;0'4$-N%3#7

Berlin, April 2011
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MANUAL

COOKBOOK

8*%'3--=<--=';0')'#--5=;#'2-$'35;&)#%')3#;-907'8*%')3#;-90')$%';9'
#*%'0#:5%'-2')'$%3;4%')0':-.'3)9'A9,'#*%&';9')'.0.)5'3--=<--=7'8*%'
0#$.3#.$%'-2'#*%'<--='%9)<5%0'#*%'$%),%$'#-'4.#'#-/%#*%$')'3-&45%#%'
menu.  It  begins  with  light,  fresh  starters,  continues  with  main 

3-.$0%0+')9,')$$;6%0')#',%00%$#'(;#*'3$%)#;6%')3#;-907'W55'9.&<%$0'
/;6%9')$%'%0#;&)#%,')9,'0.<N%3#'#-'<%'3.0#-&;X%,'2-$'%)3*'&%)57

Recipes

8*%' $%3;4%0' )$%' 6%$:' ,;6%$0%7' H-&%' )$%' %)0:' ' )9,' 3)9' <%' ,-9%'
with  a  few  people,  some  are  more  complicated,  longer  lasting 

4$-N%3#07'8*%:')$%'%5)<-$)#%',;0*%0+'(*;3*'9%%,'3--$,;9)#;-9')9,'
bigger effort to be organised. Bigger actions require use of public 

$%5)#;-90' )9,' #*%:' #)=%'&-$%' #;&%7'8*%;$' %22%3#0' )$%'-9' )' 5)$/%$'
03)5%+'*)6%')'<;//%$';&4)3#')9,')$%'5-9/%$'5)0#;9/7
J%'*)6%')50-'#$;%,'#-'3-&%'.4'(;#*'6)$;)#;-90'0-'#-'),)4#',;22%$%9#'
recipes to different realities.

W#'#*%'%9,':-.'(;55'A9,')'0%3#;-9'K9-#%0K'(*;3*'/;6%0':-.'04)3%'
#-'''$%&%&<%$'3-&&%9#0':-4.'()9#'#-'&)=%7

BOXES

Each  recipe  contains  a  box  with  some  important  quantity 

;92-$&)#;-9'/;6;9/'#*%'$%),%$')9';,%)')<-.#'#*%'9%%,%,'$%0-.$3%07'
8*%'<-"'0*-(0'%0#;&)#%,'3-0#0+'6-5.9#%%$0'9%%,%,')9,'#*%'4$-N%3#O0'
$%S.;$%,' #;&%7' !)3*' ;#%&' ;0' %"4$%00%,' <:' )' 9.&<%$' -2' 04%3;A3'
symbols from 1 up to 5.

707077
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Put the bottle in the bin!
Cook this meal in a crowded place like a shopping mall (or a 
park in summer etc.) so you can reach as many people as pos-
sible. The recipe tries to sensibilize people about the topic of 
waste. In this way they can realize how much we still have to 
change our behaviour concerning waste and recycling...

PREPARATION:

Ask the owner/responsible 
person of the shopping mall 
for permission to run the event 
in her/his place. Gather people 
who will be part of the applaud-
ing group. Spread information 
on date and time of the event 
among the participants.

If desired the event can be 
!lmed by hidden cameras. In 
this case !nd out where is a 
good place to do the action.

COOKING:

One person with the bottle: 
kneel down in front of the bin. 
Place the bottle next to you. Tie 
your shoe laces. “Forget“ the 
bottle and leave the place.

Everybody else: pretend to be 
window-shopping. Stay nearby. 
Be discreet.

Wait until someone (visitor of the 
shopping mall) picks up the bottle 
from the "oor to put it in the bin.

Start applauding/cheering when it 
happened.

Explain the situation to other visi-
tors to emphasize the topic.



Notes
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Ingredients

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:

Edit the video, pictures and publish (e.g. on 
youtube) to spark interest.

VARIATIONS:

Organise a t-shirt or a cap or something else 
for everyone. Put the cap on before cheer-
ing. T-shirts have to remain hidden until 
someone put the bottle in the bin.

Repeat the event on a regular basis.
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Clean up your country

!is meal is to clean up your kitchen. Organise groups 
of the local community to pick up litter in the neigh-
bourhood, forests, paths etc. (possible illegal trash sites 
in some places). It will make your kitchen clean and you 
will love to work in it in the future.

PREPARATION:
As this recipe is based on an ac-
tion which already has been suc-
cessfully performed in Estonia, 
it`s a great help if you watch the 
video “Lets Do It 2008” / Teeme 
Ära 2008 on YouTube to get 
rough idea of the project.  
!en follow the steps and hints 
given in this video such as
- gathering a team of people
- enagaging (professional) part-
ners responsible for information 
and PR,  technical equipment 
and so on... 
- "nding out and mapping spots 
of garbage 
- ...
Note this: proper promotion of 
the action is core factor for its 
success!

COOKING:
 
THEN "nally: do it! Make your 
country/surrounding area a tidier 
place by picking up rubbish. 
 

Of course, the process of plan-
ning and arranging this action is 
closely connected with the size 
of the area which is supposed to 
be cleaned. For instance it might 
be di#cult to clean whole Russia 
in one day, as it s is a little bigger 
than Estonia...



Notes
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Ingredients

-

TIME: 

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
- take pictures before and a$er
- do PR/ spread your experiences in planning 
and accomplishing the action
-  try to organise more actions in other cities.

Variations:
Start it on a small scale. link it with awareness 
raising actions for littering. 
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GREEN SCHOOL
Involve children in a climate change programme by 
acting at a theatre/performance civic education project 
at primary school involving local community  raisinga-
wareness of environmental problems.    
  

PREPARATION:
Contact families, involve schools 
and local community

Spread %yers and posters at 
school and region, advertise on 
school’s website, supply a range 
of topics concerning climate 
change (biodiversity, resources, 
recycling…)

COOKING:
Produce script of the story, write plot 
together with children.
Make up di&erent characters
Make costumes, scenery etc.
Practice and PERFORM.



Notes
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Ingredients

-

-

-

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
Take an opinion from the audience, give the chil-
dren a feedback.

VARIATION:
Di&erent kinds of realisation such as stories, draw-
ings (exhibition), comics…
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RECYCLING ART

!e idea is to increase recycling and educate children
by making bags, purses, ashtrays, pencil cases, jewellery 
(out of corks, paper...).

PREPARATION:
Ask kids to bring old T-Shirts, 
tetra packs, cans etc.

COOKING:
 
Make with the children bags, purses, 
ashtrays, pencil cases, jewellery....



Notes
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Ingredients

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
Find some alternative ways for recycling art

VARIATIONS:
It could be organized in a school/nursery school, or 
on a larger scale.
old T-Shirts could be collected at a super market, 
someone could make them into bags, put a message 
on them and sell them for planting trees
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Back to basic through creativity

Instil green awareness though toys, games, activities, 
love for nature contact and work with existing organi-
sations young people, kids.    
      

PREPARATION:
Contact funding and hosting organi-
sations, advertise: internet, posters, 
schools (e.g. pre-summer), word of 
mouth.     
     
 
     

 
     
     
 

    

COOKING:
Week full of activites natural games, 
workshops, making things 
More natural and creative way: creat-
ing own instruments...    
  
     
 

    



Notes
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Ingredients TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
Make an o#cial website, repetitions every year, fol-
low up the devloppement.

VARIATIONS:
Doing the project with younger childrenor in family 
camps.
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Car pool for schools

Reduce the number of trips done to and from schools 
by car, whilst also saving parents time and money 
spent on petrol

PREPARATION:
Informing parents and students 
(through school ideally, i.e. assem-
blies, newsletter, letter home from 
school, email etc.)
printing poster or lea%et if desired 
creating car share board to post of-
fered and wanted li$s. Permanent 
place in school    
 

     
 
     
 

COOKING:
Parents post “o&ered“ and “want-
ed“ li$s on board.
Plus contact information and 
location details.

+ more time for parents.

BENEFITS: 
- people are contacted/connected
- fewer car journeys to school + 
- fuller car-loads = less CO2 + 
less fuel cost



Notes
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Ingredients

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
Assess success – how many participants? 
Ensure information is kept up to date .

     
      
VARIATION:
web-based system in place of boardshare system 
goes beyond transport i.e. Activities are not just 
school but work places..etc
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ECO FAIRS
An eco-fair in schools arranged by the children. In-
volves stalls, information and ideas on how to reduce 
our impact on climate change.

PREPARATION:
Contact school with recipe and 
convince teachers to include it in 
their syllabus/lesson plans.
' support from teachers 
' encouragement to cover a 
range of topics and environmen-
tal areas 
Provide guidelines as a starter?

Decide on fair date ' publish 
Uptake by teachers ' introduc-
tion in class 
Children have time to plan, dis-
cuss, collect resources and learn/
research about climate change.

  

COOKING:
Eco fair takes place ' educa-
tion, learning and inspiration

    
  

    
  



Notes
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Ingredients TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE: 

-

-

-

FOLLOW UP:
feedback from schools – was it a success?   
   

VARIATION:
fair is open to everyone (public)   
invitation of other schools    
visit other schools at their fair    
fairs in community centres etc...   
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ECO YOUR OFFICE
An easy-to-follow-guide to turn your workplace into a 
more environmentally-friendly place,
an outreach initiative to convince sta& to use it/carry 
out the environmental audit .    
 

PREPARATION:
Creation of guide/audit, contents + 
format i.e. 2 pages of detailed ques-
tions + guide for improvement,
posters, advertising. Printing of guide 
for distribution. Selection of compa-
nies/area to approach. Distribution 
team to work during working hours. 
Create links with o#ce supplier, 
caterers…

     

     

 

     
 
     
 

COOKING:
Distribution of audit uptake by 
o#ce sta& + self-audit of of-
"ce, self-evaluation presenting 
results to manager => discus-
sion. Improvement + purchase 
of environmetally-friendly 
products if necessary => more 
environmentally-friendly o#ce. 
Feedback e-mailed to authors. 
    
 

     

 

     
 
     



Notes
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Ingredients

- FOLLOW UP:
Feedback from sta& who carried out audit (could they 
convince boss to make changes?).

VARIATIONS:
Di&erent business areas, ie. shop owners, schools, 
community bulidings etc.

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:
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FOUR SEASONS

Getting kids in touch with the nature every seasons of 
the year, for kids (7 years old, 1st grade).   
   

PREPARATION:
Contact schools, voluntary or-
ganizations, universities, 
teachers...  

COOKING:
Make kids experience nature 
in each seasons so they can see 
the evolution throughout the 
year. 



Notes
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Ingredients

-

FOLLOW UP:
Share experiences on a website 
keep in touch with teachers to see the development 
of the kids and to develop the project. 

VARIATIONS:
Camps (one week in each season)    
with older children, young people.    
 
      

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:
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GREEN DREAM

Planting trees/plants in a community action 
transforming ugly places into friendlier community 
places.      
      

PREPARATION:
Gather a group of people, consult 
local authorities about places where 
the action could take place (long-
term) campaign to promote event/
involve school/local club contact 
forestry association – enquire about 
getting trees for free. Arrange tools

COOKING:
Organize transportation of 
trees and people, start event 
with a quick explanation of 
the aims proceed with plant-
ing in the meantime serve tea/
co&ee: 



Notes
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Ingredients

-
-

TIME:

COST: DEPENDS ON PRICES FOR TREES

PEOPLE: 

FOLLOW UP:
Maintain the site, check the state of it
project on a bigger scale?

VARIATIONS:
Tree party (bring trees with you), 
give away seeds/young trees to people for planting 
them in their gardens planting herbs in the city for 
people to use them for free:
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GREEN EDENS

Young people who live alone in big cities can take (pos-
session of) an abandoned building and create a green 
village inside the city.
      

PREPARATION:
Look for people who want to 
share a house and improve the 
quality of life create a website 
(facebook/myspace/twitter...)

COOKING:
Find an abandoned building
transform it into an inhabited 
house with a garden and energy 
e#ciency use the money you have 
for renting a house to transform 
the building.



Notes
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Ingredients

FOLLOW UP:
Try to "nd a lot of motivated people 
for that project.

VARIATIONS:

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:
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GREEN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

Increase the use of bicycles in the city to reduce CO2 
emission.

     

PREPARATION:
Find partners, information campaign 
and organize events to promote the 
scheme.    

  

COOKING:
-  maintenance (repair)
-  location of bicycles 
-  evaluation  
(feedback from society).



Notes
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Ingredients TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
Evaluation and
maintenance of the bicycles.

VARIATIONS:
Introduce other means of transportation (skateboard, 
roller skates etc.)each station contans information on 
climate change .     
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HOW CAN WE LIVE TOGETHER?

Set up a video/art competition for children and young 
people about their local environment and the relation-
ship between humans and nature. How can they live 
together in harmony?      

PREPARATION:
Contact a supporting association, 
get funds "nalize rules, catego-
ries, prices, e.g.: 
- age categories: 7-12 years, 
13-16 years, 17-22 years 
- video and series of photos 
- can be presented only in digi-
tal form – video = max. 3 min, 
can be shot with mobile phone 
cameras...) 
- drawings, paintings, comics 
- 3 months time until submission 
- team work or alone
Contact schools/youth clubs  
–->  %yers, internet... 

     

COOKING:
During submission period support 
schools (esp. the ones with less 
money) and competitors, be avail-
able for questions via email.
- Projection day: make a pre-selec-
tion (no ‘negative’ ones) and gather 
max. 50 "nalists and their work in 
one place  
– during the day they can see each 
others work and discuss about it. 
- Jury/evaluation on di&erent 
aspects: artistic, ecological, origi-
nality etc... 
     
 



Notes
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Ingredients
TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:
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LET’S SAVE THE PLANET
Raising awareness of climate change and what we can 
do, learning by games, make kids "nd out by them-
selves. For kids between 8 and 10 years.    
  
      

PREPARATION:
Get a team, get materials and stu& 
you need. 
Find a safe and natural place and 
prepar the activities.

 

COOKING:
Make kids more sensitive about 
climate change by an activity. 
(race)
circuit/rally with stations on dif-
ferent topics: 
- saving water 
- recycling 
- biodiversity 
- local food 
- respect for nature and ressources 



Notes
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Ingredients

FOLLOW UP:
Publish in local newspaper to have a bigger impact and 
more participants.

     

VARIATIONS:
Organise the day close to a farm and include activities 

with the farmer, animals...     
 
      

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:
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OPEN ECO HOUSE
To show possibilities of transforming a house into an 
eco-friendly one by sharing the experiences of eco-
householders. You can see what it looks like, how much 
it costs, how much one can save in the future...  
    

PREPARATION:
- collect database of houses 
- negotiation with householders 
- talk to professionals, involve them 
in promotion.
 

COOKING:
- show houses to visitors,  
give informations, encourage 
conversations with profession-
als. 
 



Notes
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Ingredients

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE: 

FOLLOW UP:
Try to make it an annual event.

VARIATIONS:
Open house/day in eco-farms     
promote public transport to reach eco-houses 
on “open house“ base??? organise seminars, work-
shops:
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PIMP MY BIKE

Once a year (spring) organize a day where bikes can be 
repaired, decorated, pimped .
As well as workshops, information, education.  
    

PREPARATION:
Activity: contact mechanics/bike 
shops, biking route workshops, in-
struction of volunteers   
Promotion: contact publishers, online
Promotion, word of mouth.

 

COOKING:
Preparation of stalls.   
Preparation of things like painting, 
repairing bikes, sales, workshops, 
information stalls, bike testing, 
bmx stunts...
Closing bike tour through the city.



Notes
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Ingredients

FOLLOW UP:
Repetition every year      
promotion of a bike-day in
 other places.      
 

VARIATIONS:
mount of participants and workshops and    
amount of involved partners.     
 
      

     

TIME:

COST: DEPENDS ON NEED OF TOOLS, SPARE PARTS ETC. 

PEOPLE:
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PIMP MY GREENNESS

Adapt old houses to eco-friendly houses   
mainstream TV show.     
 
      

PREPARATION:
- investigate companies that are 
interested in taking part at the 
show to promote their eco-friendly 
solutions
- promotion of the TV show 
through the internet (facebook 
group, myspace, youtube...)

COOKING:
Get in touch with many pro-
ducers and present the idea of 
the TV show 
- choose an old house that 
needs to be pimped, check its 
eco-footprint and pimp it.

 



Notes
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Ingredients TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
How much money and energy could be saved thanks 
to the pimp in the duration of one year
appreciation of the show from the audiance.

VARIATIONS:
Di&erent solutions depending on di&erent         
countries:      
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CLEAN UP

Organise groups of the local community to pick up litter 
in the neighbourhood, forests, paths etc. (possible ille-
gal trash sites in some places).     
 

PREPARATION:
Gather a team of people responsi-
ble for:     
- information and PR 
- equipment and supplies 
- sorting the trash and recycling, 
- transport and coordination with 
waste management companies.

COOKING:
Promote the idea (internet, post-
ers, directly invite local groups…) 
register participants, set date and 
meeting points map regions that 
need cleaning up do it! Take care 
of the gathered waste.



Notes
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Ingredients

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:

FOLLOW UP:
Take “before and a$er” pictures to send them to the 

participants.      
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TRASHING STREET THEATER

 !e idea is to raise awareness not to throw litter on 
streets by performing a scene on the street: a person 
who throws his rubbish on the street gets confronted by 
a group (= you!). At the same time other members of 
the group can explain the problem to passer-bys.  

PREPARATION:
Planning rehearsal, prepare informa-
tion that will be given to the public.

     
 
     
 

 
     
 
     
 

COOKING:
Go to a crowded street, "nd a 
convenient location where the 
action can take place and con-
front the public (each volunteer 
speaks to a passer-by).  
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Ingredients TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:  

FOLLOW UP:
Repeat the action, try to spread the action to other 
cities: Involve tv, newspaper, radio:

VARIATIONS:
Organise an orchestra that plays each time the ac-
tion is initiated. Flash mob: spot a person who 
throws litter on the street, surround him and shout 
“boooo”/”this person pollutes nature” (take a picture), 
then approach people around to explain the problem 
-> scene could be acted.     
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S.W.A.P

Prevention of consumption and development of soli-
darity, saving the forest (no use of paper) for people of 
the same area.
      

PREPARATION:
Contact people: friends, col-
leagues,...  
You need some visibility: email, 
internet, facebook... 
Explain the idea/project in an e-
mail(using paper: notice boards at 
shops, universities...)
Create an association, 
ask for help to coordinate, create 
a team to manage all the informa-
tion you receive”  
 
    
 

   

     
 
     
 

COOKING:
Share/exchange skills, tools, … 
everything you can o&er:  
Monthly updates in a newsletter (e-
mail)“Evaluation of the services 
updates on people’s information/
data (changes, cancellations...) 
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Ingredients
TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:  

FOLLOW UP:
Feedback of the services, distribute credits to partici-
pants as a trust-factor and make an o#cial website.

VARIATIONS:
Flee markets, website,       
meetings with participants.     
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THE BIG CLIMATE QUIZ

A pub quiz that highlights interesting facts about cli-
mate change and energy use, esp. in the home encour-
ages people to reduce their emissions over a pint of beer. 
     

PREPARATION:
Contact pubs and convince them 
to have a climate change themed 
quiz (ideally bi-monthly?) 
- distribute advertising of climate 
quiz once venue(s) have been 
selected
- Pub may create posters and ad-
vertise 
- however: create questions!
- Update regularly focus espacially 
on energy in the house, facts about 
renewable energy, energy loss, and 
eco solutions.

COOKING:
Pub carries out the quiz participants 
are educated about our impact on 
the environment and our energy 
output in an interesting and fun way 
participants hopefully lessen their 
emissions, take measures to reduce 
CO2 a$er the quiz and talk to others 
about the facts they’ve learnt  
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Ingredients

-

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE:  

FOLLOW UP:
Update quiz regularly and send it to pubs where the 
previous quiz was successful feedback from pubs for 
assessment.

VARIATIONS:
Use quiz at other events, i.e. christmas parties... Turn 
quiz into a card game or send to newspapers/maga-
zine for their use donate the sum of the entrance fee 
to eco projects.     
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TRASH STORE
Information about the value of trash (compare with 
money, energy consumption, expenditure of energy), 
its toxicity, decomposing time... Examples from other 
countries promotion of a more e#cient recycling sys-
tem and a bottle-deposit-system.
      

PREPARATION:
Contact a local organization for sup-
port (people, tent, trash, creation of 
an information board...).

COOKING:
Show information, ask people about 
their interests in this topic: 
do they recycle, what do they recy-
cle, would they like to change the 
current system (?) 
- Collect signatures: do we want 
more green points? Do we want a 
bottle-deposit-system? Bring signa-
tures to local town hall.
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Ingredients TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE: 

FOLLOW UP:
Number of signatuers ' discussion with local town 
hall.

VARIATIONS:
Project can be repeated.     
Notice board for people’s opinions/space for writing.  
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TURN THE LIGHTS OFF FOR CLIMATE 
CHANGE

To convince shops to turn o& their lights at night.  
Choose a night for all lights to be switched o&.

PREPARATION:
Decide for location and target 
shops – small and independent 
or big organisations/compa-
nies? 
- Advertise to public and shop 
owners ' raise awareness and 
cooperation (hopefully)
- Distribute candles to put on 
the street on the “lights o& “ 
night knowledge of location of 
light switches above shops that 
don’t cooperate. 
 
- petition of signatures from 
the public who believe they 
should turn o& their lights – 
presented to the shop owner on 
the next day    

COOKING:
One night a month (or more if pos-
sible), all the shop lights in the chosen 
area (one street or more) are turned 
o& if the shop owners haven’t cooper-
ated they can have their lights.
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Ingredients

-

-

-

TIME:

COST:

PEOPLE: 

FOLLOW UP:
Liaise with shop owners – any decide to do it 
permanently? Petitions to apply pressure stickers 
and advertising:

VARIATIONS:
Candles on the street for “lights o& “ night turn 
the lights o& during the day.    
  
      

      



!is cookbook presents in an innovative way some 
examples of bigger and smaller projects that help to 
raise awareness on environmental issues. Because if 
we do not want to hand over this earth as a broken 
bin to generations coming a$er us we have to act. 

NOW!

!anks goes to all visionary volunteers participat-
ing in the event organised by VJF 14-19th of April in 
Berlin, facilitators, experts and the European Youth 

Foundation for the "nancial support!


